Baryons are described as bound states of quarks and scalar as well as axialvector diquarks. In order to effectively parametrize confinement several ansaetze for the dressing functions of the constituent propagators are used. The corresponding results for electromagnetic and strong form factors differ only slightly. On the other hand observables from production processes show the permissibility of different dressing functions.
proton as well as the mass spectrum of the octet baryons serve to fix the parameters of the model. Special care is taken of electromagnetic current conservation [6] . Although the contributions from the axialvector diquark to the vertex functions of the nucleon are at the 10% level, it turns out that they are vital to reproduce the magnetic moments [7] . A summary of the electromagnetic properties of the nucleon in our model can be found in [8] .
Having fixed the parameters, the results for the strong form factors are predictions. We obtain a soft pion nucleon form factor g πN N and good agreement with the experimental value at zero momentum. Due to flavour symmetry breaking the results for the kaon nucleon lambda form factor g KN Λ (p 2 ) are smaller than the one for g πN N (p 2 ) for all momenta. In general all three ansaetze for the dressing functions of the propagators lead to similar results for form factors [5] . This is different for production processes. In the diquark spectator approximation there are two types of diagrams that describe kaon photoproduction, γp → ΛK. In the s-channel diagram both, photon and kaon, couple to a single quark line, whereas in the t-channel the photon couples directly to the kaon. Fig. 1 shows that the parametrization with the exponential dressing function overshoots the data by orders of magnitude. This is because one of the propagators in the s-channel diagram is probed for large timelike momenta where the exponential dressing blows up very quickly. We therefore consider the exponential dressing ansatz to be ruled out for the whole class of models that resolve baryons into its quark substructure [5] . The other two parametrizations describe the data reasonably well. Here the t-channel diagram dominates. It has been shown, however, that interference between the two channels even leads to a good description of the substructure of the data [9] .
For associated strangeness production, pp → pKΛ, we obtain a similar picture with respect to the dressing functions. Again the exponential dressing overshoots the data massivly, whereas the cc-propagator and the tanh-propagator give cross sections with the right order of magnitude. The spin depolarisation tensor D N N provides a measure for the relative strengh of diagrams with pion and kaon exchange between the two protons. Pion exchange leads to positive values of D N N whereas kaon exchange gives negative contributions. Fig. 2 shows, that the experimental data seem to favour kaon exchange, whereas pion exchange diagrams dominate in our model [5] . We regard this as a sign for missing contributions in the kaon exchange channel. 
